Introduction
This paper is devoted to the collocation method (CM) for the eigenvalue problem This eiqenvalue problem finds wide practical application (e.g. in oscilation theory) and was subject of a number of publications in numerical analysis (refer e.g. [1] , [2] , [9] , [10] ). Very often the solution to this problem is obtained with the application of a popular finite element method (FEM). This particular method offers a lot of advantages, but its precise numerical analysis and as well as a practical use calls for the usage of numerical integration (refer e.g. [4] , [5] ). This problem does not appear in CM and it is undoubtely its great advantage. This work contains description and properties of CM for the problem (1.1) with the application of cubic functions. A method and an algorithm are presented for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem resulting from the collocation problem. The features of this method were enumerated and a comparison with FEM was conducted, together with three examples of numerical solution. For the problem (1.1) we define a collocation method as follows: find a value Xh € C for which there exists an eigenfunction Uh φ 0 such that
Collocation method with the application of cubic functions
In this paper we shall not deal with the evaluating the error of this method. This problem was considered by J. Douglas and T. Dupont in [3] . They obtained the following estimates for the eigenvalues Λ-λΓ and for eigenfunctions 4 (for details refer to [3] , Chapter IV). Take A to be a 2n χ 2η matrix with elements Aij = (-φ" + 9 · Ψί){νί)·> and Β a 2n X 2n matrix with elements Bij = φ^ί)
Algebraic generalized eigenvalue problem
and Xa wector with 2η components aj. The problem (2.1) becomes equivalent to the generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem
The matrices A and Β are 5-diagonal ones, but they are not symmetric so it is not clear whether the eigenvalues of the problem (3.1) are real. The theorem which follows is going to clarify this issue.
THEOREM. If the function g(x) is a real one, then the eigenvalues of the problem (2.1) are real.

Proof. Let (u, v) = h ΣΓ=ι Σ^=ι u (&j)' v (ùj)
an d also Lu = -u" + gu. In [3] it was shown, that for Uh,Vh G M h one has
where Uhi and v^i denote the restriction function u¡l and νh to the segment Ii and c is a constant. This equality implies that
From the definition of the product (u, v) we also see, that
Therefore (Luh,Vh) = (uh,Lvh) for uh,vh € Mh.
Let us define the space of complex functions M/j = {vh = va + ivb '• va,vb G M h} and the product η 2
where ν/, denotes a conjugate of v^. Simple calculations give
[uh, νΛ] = (ua,va) -(ub, vb) + i((ub, va) + (ua, vb)).
Hence [-u^, v Similarly as in [7] we show that this problem is equaivalent to [Zu/j, v/J = λ/ifufc, v/j] for any vh £ Mh. Thus, because of (3.4) we have Xh = which means that λ^ G R and this completes the proof.
Algorithm for calculating the matrices A and Β of a generalized eigenvalue problem
The algorithm for constructing the matrices A and Β of the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.1) is similar to that presented in [6] and it is as follows. To solve the generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem (3.1) one might employ the subspace iteration method (cf. e.g. [8] ). This algorithm in a search for ρ eigenvalues located nearest the given value A*(Wielandt's method) takes the following form.
I. Starting approximation -2n χ ρ matrix consisting of the orthonormal columns. II. Subsegment iterations for k = 0,1,... is upper-triangular matrix. 3° TakeX^1) =
Numerical examples
The systems of equations from step I o of the above algorithm was solved by Gaussian elimination method with a partial pivoting whereas the orthonormal-triangular factorization from step 2° was performed according to the Gram-Schmidt method. The stopping rule adapted here consists in satisfying the condition λ έ(λ^+ ι) -λΐ*>)> <,
The computations were performed by a program written in Turbo Pascal 6.0, and run on IBM PC in single precision (7-8 significant digits) mode for €= ΙΟ" 9 .
Below, three expamples are given. In the first one for g = 0, exact eigenvalues were known, the second and the third examples are based on those described in [9] . Below the approximations were given for a value y/λ/π. k -index of a subsequent eigenvalue. In the table given below the first column contains the approximated values of λ/π 2 computed with by the collocation method, the second column includes the values taken from [9] . 
Notices and comparisons
The comments to be found below pertain to the method presented in this paper and certain of its features by comparison with a very similar FEM. The major drawback of the CM lies in the fact that the algebraic systems of the resulting equations have non-symmetric matrices. However, the important advantage consists in the fact that these algebraic systems of equations are obtained directly, without the need of numerical integration. Moreover, the bands of matrices resulting from these methods are narrower, a factor which decreases their cost.
The comparison with FEM is carried through by the means of a space Mh, described in Chapter 2 (costs are computed on the basis of the results of [6] ). Assume that the systems of equations are solved with Gauss elimination methods for band matrices. The cost of solving the system of equations by Gauss elimination method with partial pivoting for band matrices of dimension m and the bandwidth 2p + 1 is m(2p 2 +4ρ + 1)(*, /), mp(2p + 3)(+, -), whereas for the band symmetric and positive-definite matrices is m(3p + 1 + p(p+ l)/2)(*, /), m(2p + p(p + l)/2)(+, -). For the CM, the first of these method is to be used, and hence the cost of solving the system of equations is (τη = 2η, ρ = 2) 34n(*, /), 28n(+, -). Provided that for the FEM a second method is used, the cost will be equal to (τη = 2n, ρ = 3) 32n(*,/), 24n(+, -).
In this case, the FEM is slightly cheaper than the CM. However, it is not always so that the solution of an algebraic eigenvalue problem will load to the solution of a system of equations with a positive-definite matrix. This is the case of the method presented in Chapter 5, where the matrix of the system is A -\*B and only for λ* = 0 one could be sure, that this matrix is positive-definite. Thus we would have the following cost for the first method (m = 2n,p -3), 62n(*, /),54ra(+, -) and it would be larger than in the collocation method stated above.
The above comparison clearly demonstrates the advantages offered by the CM. It is worth noticing that in very simple manner this method could be generalized to the case of nonlinear equations.
